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PREFACE

The Group Judgment Technology project at Rand is a

continuing research activity concerned with developing

improved procedures for formulating expert opinion. The

application of group judgment techniques (Delphi) L-

decisionmaking in both military and nonmilitary govern-

mental agencies and in industry is increasing rapidly;

accordingly, the design of more effective procedures is

of increasing practical importance.

The experiment described in this Report was designed

to shed light on the question of whether the results of

laboratory sti ies dealing with general information (almarac)

subject matter are relevant to the applied case where the

true answer is unknown. The experiment used short-range

prediction questions as subject matter. In general, the

experiment indicates that Delphi procedures are at least

as effective with short-range prediction material as they

have been for almanac material.

The Group Judgment Technology project is being conducted

for the Advanced Research Projects Agency. For those inter-

ested in reports of project activity see list of references,

p. 27.
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SUMKARY

In the experiment described in this Report, 8 groups

of upper-class and graduate college students of about 20

subjects each were given 40 short-range prediction questions

to answer in a 2-round Delphi exercise; satisfactory

answers were later obtained for 32 of these questions.

The proportion of questions on which groups improved their

answers between round 1 and round 2 was about the same as

for similar exercises with almanac questions; the proportion

of questions on which answers became less accurate was about

half that for almanac questions. Correlations betw een

standard deviation and accuracy, and between group self-

ratings and accuracy were significantly higher for the

prediction questions. Half of the groups generated esti-

mates of the thre quartiles of the distribution; the other

half generated point estimates. No significant difference

was observed between these two kinds of et.imatobs.
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COMPARISON OF GROUP JUDGMENT TECHNIQUES WITH

SHORT-RANGE PREDICTIONS AND ALMANAC QUESTIONS

Norman Dalkey and Bernice Brown

I. INTRODUCTION

An extensive series of experiments has been conducted

at Rand to assess the effectiveness of a set of systematic

procedures (Delphi) for the formulation of group judgment.

The general outcome of these experiments has been that the

systematic techniques show distinct advantages over tradi-

tional, less formal ways of pooling the judgments of group

members. Most of these experiments have been conducted

using general information (almanac) questions, where the

subjects did not know the answers to the questions, but

the answers were available in some reference work. Of

course, in applications the interest is in the case where

the answer is not known, and where the best information

available is the judgment of knowledgeable individuals.

A few experiments have been conducted at Rand and else-

where (4-7] which have dealt with forecasts, usually of

short-range economic and social f*vents expected to occur

within a year or less, where the answers were unknewn at the

time of the experiment. The results of these experiments

have been compatible with the results of the experiments
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dealing with almanac material, but the data generated were

in a form that makes direct comparison with the almanac

experiments difficult. The question thus remained rather

open as to whether the results obtained with almanac subject

matter are applicable to situations involving "objective

uncertainty," i.e., where the answers to questions do not

already exist in some form.

The experiment described in this Report was intended

to cast some additional light on this question. The exper-

iment did not simula"e aprlied studies in their entirety;

subjects were college students, and the questions dealt

with simple forecasts of items of general interest -- demo-

graphic, economic, and political events. However, they did f
involve the element of "objective uncertainty." It was

nece-sary to wait until the events had transpired to eval-

uate the forecasts. In the experiment, 151 upper-class

and graduate students from UCLA were divided into 8 groups

(4 experimental and 4 comparison groups) and each group

made 20 forecasts. In all, 40 forecasts were made; 4 of

the 8 groups answered one set of 20 questions, and the

other 4 dnswered the remaining 20. Satisfactory answers

were obtained for 32 of the 40 questions.
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In addition to gathering data on forecast material,

the experiment included a secondary purpose, namely, to

compare performance using distributional estimates rather

than point estimates. The four comparison groups made

point estimates of the forecast quantities; the four

"experimLatal" groups made distributional estimates--a

Low, Mid, and High estimate--defined as the three quartiles

of the estimated probability distributions.

In general, the outcome of the experiment was that

the Delphi procedures were at least as effective with

short-range forecasts as with almanac material. The

proportion of cases in which median estimates changed

as a consequence of feedback was somewhat lower for the

forecast questions; but for medians that did change, the

proportion of cases in which the estimates improved was

somewhat higher. Perhaps more significant, the correla-

tions between standard deviation and accuracy and between

a group self-rating index and accuracy were distinctly

higher for the prediction questions. The experiment gives

no basis for expecting that questions involving "objective

uncertainty" are inappropriate for Delphi treatment.

As to the comparison of performance using distribu-

tional estimates and point estimates, the results were
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negative. There was no clear distinction between the groups

generating point estimates and those generating distribu-

tional estimates, either in terms of accuracy, amount of

change on feedback, or in shape of distributions of answers.

I-
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II. PURPOSE

The purpose of the experiment was to compare group

performance using Delphi procedures on short-range predic-

tions with results obtained previously using almanac

questions.

An additional purpose was to test the hypothesis that

groups of respondents would show greater accuracy when

making distributional estimates (three quartiles) than

when making single (point) estimates. A correlative hypo-

thesis to be tested w, that groups which were given feed-

bak of the medians of Low, Mid, and High estimates would

exhibit more individual changes and more changes of group

median than those which were given the quartiles of point

estimates.

Method

One hundred fifty-one students from UCLA were paid to

serve as respondents. Of these, 71 were male, 80 were

female, 21 were graduate students, and 130 were upper-

division students. Eight groups of about twenty respon-

dents each were formed; four of these were designated as

comparison groups (17, 19, 21, 23) and four experimental
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(18, 20, 22, 24). In May 1969, on each of four days,

one comparison and one experimental group were used as

respondents. The design of the experiment was as follows:

Comparison Group Experimental Group

Round I Give self-rating for Give self-rating for
each question. each question.
Answer each of 20 Answer each of 20
questions with a questions with a Low, **
point estimate. Mid, and High estimate.

Keep separate record Keep separate record
of answers for round 2. of answers for round 2.

Interim Take Terman's Concept Take Terman's Concept
Period Mastery Test.*** Mastery Test.**

Round 2 Feedback three Feedback medians of Low,
group quartiles Mid, and High estimates
for each question. for each question.

Revise answers to 20 Revise answers to 20
questions, questions giving Low,

Mid, and High estimates
of each.

The group t.ambers derive from consecutive numbering
of groups involved in the 1969 series of experiments.

The Low estimate is defined as the number that the
subject thought has about a 25 percent chance of being larger
than the true answer; the Mid estimate is the number that has
about an even chance of being larger than the true one; and
the High estimAte is the one that has a 75 percent chance of
being larger than the true answer.

Terman's Concept Mastery Test, Form T, was used as
an interim task while statistics on round 1 answers were
being computed. Analysis of the data relating CMT scores
and performance will be reported in a subsequent
publication.
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Quest ions

Alist of the questions used is included in the

Appendix. Also shown are the true answers and the average

group errors on round 1. There were 40 questions in the

experiment. The first 20 were used for groups 17 and 18

and groups 21 and 22. The second set (questions 21-40)

was used for groups 19 and 20 and for groups 23 and 24.

The period of projection into the future varied from a

little less than 1 month to about 6 months.

For eight questions, either the process of getting

the answer presented too many complications or the questions

had been formulated in such a way that a meaningful answer

did not exist in the standard statistical sunmmaries. The

questions for which we failed to get answers were 1, 3,

5, 14, 16, 21, 35, and 38.
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III. RESULTS

Table 1 summarizes the effect of iteration and feedback

for each of the eight groups. As in previous analyses of

group judgments [1, pp. 25-26], the measure of group error

is defined by
E Iln median

true

For groups giving Low, Mid, and High estimates (labeled D in

the table), the group response was defined as the median

of the Mid responses. "Improved" means that the round 2

error was smaller than the round 1 error; "became less

accurate" means that the round 2 error was greater than

the round 1 error; "remained same" designates no change. f

Fifteen answers were availrO~le for groups 17, 18, 21, and

22; seventeen answers were available for groups 19, 20,

23, and 24.

Table 2 compares the changes between round 1 and

round 2 for a set of almanac questions (3] with the present

results for prediction questions. The proportion of

questions on which improvement occurred was about the

same for the two types; the proportion remaining unchanged

was higher for the prediction questions; whereas the pro-

portion which became less accurate was distinctly lower
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Table 1

EFFECT OF ITERATION AND FEEDBACK

Change on Interation (Number of Questions)
Became Less

Group Improved Remained Same Accurate

17Pa 3 1
18-D 3 11 1
19-P 6 9 2
20-D 6 9 2
21-P 6 6 3
22-D 9 3 3
23-P 9 6 2
24-D 3 14 0

Total P 24 32 8
Total D 21 37 6
Total 8

groups 45 69 14

aPoint estimate.

bDistributional estimate.

Table 2

COMPARISON OF CHANGES BETWEEN ROUND 1 AND RCUND 2

BY TYPE OF QUESTION

Change on Iteration (Percent)

Remained Became Less
Impgoved Same Accurate

Almanac questions ............ 36 39 25

Prediction questions ......... 35 54 it
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for the prediction questions. For the questions on which

there was a change, the proportion improved was .60 for

almanac questions and .76 for prediction questions.

Table 3 displays average errors for a series of exper-

iments using almanac questions and the present experiment

using prediction questions. Since the experiments with

almanac questions involved differing task conditions on

round 2 for the experimental groups, the more meaningful

comparison is among the control groups, and round 1 for

the experimental groups. The large error reduction between

round 1 and rolind 2 for experimental groups in the set

labeled 9-16 is due to the input of an additional hard

fact on round 2. The table indicates that the performance

of our subjects on the prediction questions was quite

similar to their performance on the almanac questions.

It will be noted that the error reduction between round '

and round 2 is approximately the same for all the control

groups--between 4 and 5 percent.

Table 3

AVERAGE ERROR FOR SEVERAL EXPERIMENTAL SERIES

Group Control Experimental Number of
Data .round rund d round 2 Ciestions

1968 (8) 1.04 1.00 1.08 .97 160 Almanac
1969 (1-8) .84 .80 1.01 1.00 80 Almanac

1969 (9-16) 1.20 I1.14 1.28 .81 80 Almanac
1969 (17-24) 1.00 .96 .92 .89 32 Prediction
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The average round 1 standard deviation for the 160

questions answered by groups 1-16 (almanac) was 1.9; the

average round 1 standard deviation for the 40 questions

in the prediction experiment was 1.4. The difference

between these two is statistically significant (t - 3.2,

p < .001 on a two-tailed test). Since the average errors

are about the same for the almanac and prediction questions,

the smaller average standard deviation for the latter

would indicate a slightly higher bias [1, p. 121.

Figures 1 and 2 display the scatter diagrams and least-

squares estimates of group error on standard deviation.

The increase in slope of the estimation line on round 2

represents a much larger change than was reported for

almanac questions in [1]. This may be due to the fact

that the regression was computed for grouped data in [11

and for ungrouped data in Fig. 2. In any event, Fig. 2

confirms for prediction questions the conclusion previously

drawn for almanac data--that the reduction in dispersion

b ween round 1 and round 2 as a result of feedback repre-

sents overconveraenge. The reduction in dispersion is much

greater than the reduction in error. This conclusion is

strengthened by examining the bias, error/standard deviation,

for individual questions. Of the 32 questions for which
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we had answers, the bias decreased between round 1 and

round 2 on only three questions. For two of these, the

bias was very small (.05 and .03) and the change was

slight. For the remaining questions, the bias increased

between round I and round 2 by a median factor of 1.8.

The most marked difference between the prediction

and almanac results concerns the relations between self-

ratings and accuracy and standard deviation and accuracy.

In previous experiments with almanac questions, both self-

eating'and standard deviation have shown significant corre-

lation with accuracy, leading to the conclusion that they

are useful indices of the "excellence" of the group's

judgments [, pp. 68ff]. Table 4 compares the almanac

and prediction tasks in this regard, where the numbers

shown are correlations taken over 16 groups for almanac

questions, and over 8 groups for the prediction questions.

Table 4

ROUND I CORRELATIONS AMONG VARIABLES FOR ALMANAC AND
PREDICTION QUESTIONS

Correlation
, - GSR and Std

Type of GSR and GSR and Std Dov and Dev and Error
Question Std Dev a  Error Error (multlple)

Almanac -.55 -.46 .39 .49

Piediction -.67 -.60 .63 .67

aGroup Self-Rating and Standard %vikation.
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Higher correlations are evident for prediction questions

across all categories.

One interesting difference between prediction and

almanac results concerns improvement depending on initial

overestimation or underestimation. For the almanac ques-

tions, initial underestimates tend to improve on feedback;

overestimates tend to become less accurate. Table 5 shows

the results for 148 almanac questions.

Table 5

CHANGE ON ITERATION AS A FUNCTION OF OVERESTIMATION OR

UNDERESTIMATION ON ROUND 1, ALMANAC QUESTIONSa

Better on Worse on
Round 2 Round 2

Round I
overestimate .............. 10 28

Round 1
underestimate ............. 78 32

a
Chi-square for I d.f. is 23.3, p << .001.

Table 6 displays the same information for prediction

questions where there is no significant difference between

iniLial overestimation and underestimation results. At

present we have no explanation for this difference in

performance on the two types of questions.
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Table 6

CHANGE ON ITERATION AS A FUNCTION OF OVERESTIMATION OR

UNDERESTIMATION ON ROUND 1, PREDICTION QUESTIONSa

Better on Worse on
Round 2 Rcund 2

Round I
overestimate .............. 14 4

Round I
underestimate .............. 31 10

a
Chi-square for 1 d.f. is .0325, p > .50.

Finally, with regard to the shape of distributions,

in previous experiments with almanac questions the dis-

tributions have tended to be log normal [1, p, 25]. Fig. 3

is the summed distribution of round 1 log responses on all f
40 of the prediction questions. The abscissa is in inter-

vals of 0.4 on o; 7 is the interval -0.2 a to +0.2 a.

A normal curve is shown for comparison. The log normal

approximation of the distribution is at least as good as

that previously observed for almanac questions.
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IV. DISTRIBUTIONAL ESTIMATES

Based on some earlier experiments, we formulated the

hypothesis that distributional estimates would lead to more

accurate responses than point estimates. In addition, since

the medians of the Low and High estimates could be expected

to exhibit a narrower range than the lower and upper quartiles

of point estimates, it was expected that the group making

distributional estimates would show more changes and greater

convergence than the group making point estimates. Neither

expectation was fulfilled.

Table 7 displays the comparison between groups making

point estimates and those making Low, Mid, and High estimates

in terms of the average group error. There is a slight

tendency for grotps making Low, Mid, and High estimates to

be more accurate, but the effect is nft significant.

Table 7

AVERAGE ERROR FOR GROUPS MAKING POINT ESTIMATES AND
GROUPS MAKING DISTRIBUTIONAL ESTIMATES

Point Distributional
Group Estimate Group Estimate

17 1.23 18 .97
19 .64 20 .71
21 .97 22 .97
23 1.05 24 .94

All groups .96 All groups .89
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As feedback on round 2, the control groups received

the three quartiles of the distribution of their (point)

estimates on round I. The comparison groups received the

medians of the individual Low, Mid, and High estimates on

round I as their feedback for round 2.

The expectation that the medians of the Low and High

estimate would exhibit a narrower range than the lower

and upper quartile of point estimates was fulfilled. For

the 80 comparisons on round 1, lower and upper quartiles

of the point estimate distributions were farther apart on

66, closer on 10 and the same on 4 as compared with the

medians of Low and High estimates. However, individuals

making point estimates changed their answers in 58 percent

of the opportunities, whereng individuals makig distribu-

tional estimates changed their answers in only 55 percent

of the opportunities.

A glance a, Table 1 indicators that there is no signif-

icant difference in the number of changes between round I

and round 2 for point and distributional estimate groups.

The 40 questions were answered twice by the comparison
groups and also twice by the experimental groups.
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V. DISCUSSION

The present experiment was intended to furnish addi-

tional data concerning the properties of the Delphi pro-

cedures when applied to subject matter with "objective

uncertainty." In general, the results are reassuring,

but of course they do not deal with all the differences

between laboratory and applied exercises. In particular,

the subjects were college students and not mature experts

(although the subjects were by no means naive with respect

to the task).

Of most interest to applications is the definitely

higher correlations between standard deviation and error,

and group self-rating and error for the prediction questions.

Considering these two indices as measures of the excellence

of the answers to individual questions, their value appears

to be enhanced in the short-range prediction situation.

This is true, despite the fact that the average error on

the prediction questions was about the same as the average

error we obtained on the almanac questions. It seems likely

that making short-range predictions was a more meaningful

task for the subjects.

One of the interesting and suggestive results of

the experiment is the similarity between the point
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estimates and the Mid estimate for the distributional

answers. One of the questions that has concerned us is

the nature of the point estimates furnished by subjects.

Since the subjects appear to be able to generate distribu-

tions, the point estimate is presumably related in some

fairly direct way to these distributions. The similarity

between the Mid estimates and the point estimates suggests

that in a large number of cases what the subjects are

reporting for point estimates are, in fact, the medians

of their subjective probability distributions.
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Appendix

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ROUND 1

Listed below are the questions used in the prediction

experiment, along with the true answers and the average

group error on round 1. The group error is defined as the

absolute value of the natural logarithm of the median

divided by the true answer. The listed errors are the

average of the errors for four groups. The top number

to the right of each question is the true answer, the lower

number is the average error on round 1.

Self-
Rating Question Answer/Error

1. How many of the new Ford Maverick N/A*
] .cars will have been sold by the

end of September?

2. How many national commnunist parties 75 nations
_ will be represented at the Inter- 1.109

national Comnunist Congress in June?

3. How many college students will be N/A
arrested as the result of distur-bances on campus in the U.S.

during the month of July?

4. Assuming a moon landing is success- 135 min
fully accomplished this summer, how 1.651
many minutes will the first U.S.
astronaut leaving the landing module
spend on the surface of the moon?

Not available.
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Self-
Rating Question Answer/Error

5. How many murders will be reported N/A
in the U.S. during the month of
August?

6. How many inches of rain will fall .97 inches
in Hawaii during the three sunmmer 2.745
months June through August?

7. What will be the total enrollment 8,171 stu-
at UCLA for the summer quarter? dents

.352
8. How many U.S. Armed Forces per- 59,878 per-

sonnel will be in South Korea sonnel
on October 1, 1969? .800

9. How many moderate earthquakes 3 earth-
(registering more than 4.5 on quakes
the Richter Scale) will occur .703
in California during the months
of June, July, and August?

10. How many people will be killed in 578 deaths
the U.S. in motor vehicle acci- .224
dents during the next July 4
weekend?

11. What will be the value of the $.18
_7 French fran- (in U.S. dollars) 1.432

on October I?

12. What will be the total vote cast 447 030 votes
for Samuel Yorty in the runoff 1.217
of the Los Angeles city election
on May 27?

13. How many games will the St. Louis 74 games
Cardinals lose in the National 1.106
League this season?

14. How many Israeli aircraft N/A
(including helicopters) will
be lost as a result of in-
cidents in the Middle East
during the months of June
through September?
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Self-
Rating Question Answer/Error

15. How many marriage licenses 7,421
will be issued in Los Angeles licenses
during the month of June? 1.089

16. How many color TV sets will N/A
be sold in the U.S. during
the months of June through
August?

17. What will be the highest temper- 1140 F
ature recorded during June in .068
California?

18. How many out-of-state passenger 81,946 cars
cars will enter California at 2.077
Needles during the month of
July?

19. How many rescues will be made 229 rescues
on California State Beaches .387
on July 4, 19697

20. What will be the total number 22,898,656
of votes cast in the French votes
elections in June" 1.131

21. How many cars will be stolen N/A
from Los Angeles International
Airport parking lots during the
month of July 1969?

22. How many Ph.D. degrees will be 287 degrees
awarded by UCLA at the close of .283
the present quarter?

23. How many votes will Pompidou 10,151,804
receive in the French Presi- votes
dential election on June 1? .762

24. How many games will the Detroit 71 games
Tigers lose in the American .871
League this season?
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Self-
Rating Question Answer/Error

25. What will be the amount of the $69.6 billion
U.S. defense budget approved by 1.180
Congress for fiscal year 1970?
(July 1969 to July 1970)

!6. How many babies will be born 13,685 births
in Los Angeles during the 1.527onch of August?

27. What will be the value of the $2.39
British pound (in U.S. dollars) .026
on October I?

28. How many Soviet soldiers will 70,000 soldiers
be stationed in Czechoslovakia 1.395
on September 1?

29. On how many days during June 8 days
and July will public peace .733
negotiations tak2 place in
Paris?

30. How many members of the U.S. 1,876 deaths
Armed Forces will he killed .425
in action in South Vietnam
during the months July
throug_ September?

31. What will be the average miles 156.867 mph
per hour of the winning auto- .033
mobile at the Indianapolis 500-
mile race, May 30?

32. How many new housing units 1,356,000 unitg
will be started in the U.S. 3.880
in July?

33. How many incidents of hijacking 12 incidents
to Cuba will be recorded during .177
June, July, and August 1969?

34. How many votes will be cast by 18,026 votes
absentee ballo- in the Los 1.578
Angeles city election for mayor
on May 27?
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Self-
Rating 2uestion Answer/Error

35. What will be the number N/A
of reportd suicides in
the U.S. during the month
of July?

36. How many U.S. aircraft 263 aircraft
(including helicopters) 1.347
will de destroyed in
Vietnam. during June, July,
and August?

L] 37. How many deaths from motor 56 deaths
vehicle accidents will be .669
reported for California
the weekend of July 4?

38. How many heart transplants M/A
will be performed in the
U.S. the months June through
September?

39. In how many U.S. cities will 5 cities
major riots (estimated damage .024
over one million dollars)
occur during the summer months
of June, July, and August?

40. What will be the highest 1180 F
recorded temperature in the .017
U.S. during the month of
September?
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